
HIGH-PERFORMANCE COATING
WITH MAXIMUM RESISTANCE TO SCRATCHES AND MARKS



Constant wear and tear in high-tra�c environments such as hospitals, schools, gyms, o�ces or 
commercial spaces leave marks on a daily basis, forcing surfaces to be cleaned frequently, often with 
abrasive cleaning products.

However, cleaning and scrubbing are mechanical processes that not only remove the marks but, in most 
cases, wear down the paint film, ultimately deteriorating it. Products recommended for high-tra�c areas 
are often subject to "burnishing", an increase in gloss, creating an uneven appearance and leading to a 
need for repainting. Closure for maintenance is expensive and, in most cases, is highly inadvisable.

GUARDIAN responds to the need to preserve high-tra�c environments by reducing wall maintenance 
requirements, avoiding a need for continuous touch-ups and repainting.

GUARDIAN is a semi-matt coating with an extraordinary level of washability, without leaving gloss marks, 
keeping walls clean and in perfect condition for longer

GUARDIAN SUPERIOR QUALITY

GUARDIAN is the result of a long process of research, investigation and development, 
culminating in an innovative scratch and mark resistant formula for maximum durability 
and minimum maintenance.

stir well13 to 15 m2/L/c sup. 30 min, rep. 6 h2-3x, 0%2-3x, 0% 2-3x, 5%water

* Information on the emission level of
volatile substances in indoor air, with a risk
of toxicity by inhalation, on a scale ranging
from class A+ (very low reaction test
certificate emissions) to C (high emissions).

Reaction to fire test certificates
(EN 13501-1): A2-s1, d0

High
resistance

High-tra�c
areas

Excellent
ease of cleaning



International Brand GUARDIAN National Brand

Burnishing

Resistance to stains

Practical application

Opacity

Wet scrub resistance

Resistance to
scratches and marks

GuardianInternational brand National brand

PROVEN TESTS
Tests carried out at the CIN R&D Centre prove that, compared to other products on the 
national and international market, GUARDIAN offers superior resistance to scratches and 
marks, stains and burnishing and providing excellent opacity.



HIGH PERFORMANCE DECORATIVE COATING
FOR HIGH-TRAFFIC AREAS

HEALTHCARE FACILITIES
The high number of 
stretchers, wheelchairs and 
cleaning equipment in 
hospital corridors make 
damage to walls almost 
inevitable. 

GUARDIAN delivers 
unyielding defense against 
this wear and tear and 
makes the walls of these 
spaces look more 
homogeneous and durable.

EDUCATIONAL 
INSTITUTIONS
In an environment where 
young people and 
educators are focused on 
learning, the condition of 
classrooms, corridors and 
other spaces should not be 
a concern.

GUARDIAN is an effective 
solution to guarantee the 
durability of the walls 
appearance.

RESIDENTIAL AND 
HOSPITALITY
Whether in the comfort of 
our own homes or in a busy 
hotel, the aesthetic 
appearance of spaces is of 
great importance and the 
walls must always be 
immaculate, requiring 
minimal maintenance. 

With GUARDIAN, heavy 
tra�c in the area of catering 
and hospitality does not 
compromise the elegant 
appearance of walls.

SPORTS CENTRES
The permanent use of a 
space dedicated to sports 
requires an environment 
that is resistant to wear and 
tear.

GUARDIAN offers a solution 
to maintain walls looking at 
their best despite 
continuous impacts.



NEW

 High durability

 Excellent resistance to scratches and marks

 Excellent resistance to dirt and easy to clean

 Excellent opacity

 Excellent applicability

 Resistant to the development of fungi

 Available in semi-matte finish

GUARDIAN is a high-performance decorative coating enriched with polyurethane resins that 
guarantee maximum resistance for the protection of interior walls, making it especially suitable for 
high-tra�c areas.

GUARDIAN's ultra-innovative technology offers exceptional resistance to scratches and marks in a 
highly washable, semi-matt finish.

Guardian for walls against
scratches and marks.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE DECORATIVE COATING FOR
HIGH TRAFFIC AREAS

Availability of colours with CIN quality
GUARDIAN is available in hundreds of colours, always with CIN's maximum experience and quality.



CIN – CORPORAÇÃO INDUSTRIAL DO NORTE, S. A.
Av de Dom Mendo nº 831 (antes EN13 km6) - 4474-009 Maia - Portugal 
T +351 229 405 000 - customerservice@cin.com
www.cin.com

CIN VALENTINE, S.A.U.
P. I. Can Milans - Riera Seca, 1 - 08110 Montcada i Reixac - España
T +34 93 565 66 00 - customerservice.es@cin.com

PINTURAS CIN CANARIAS, S.A.U.
P. I. Güimar, Manzana 13, Parcela 2 - 38509 Güimar - Tenerife - España
T +34 922 505 330 - customerservice.es@cin.com

CIN CELLIOSE, S.A. - Division CIN Déco
Chemin de la Verrerie - BP 58 - 69492 Pierre Bénite Cedex - France
T +33 (0) 4 72 39 77 35 - customerservice.fr@cin.com

CIN COATINGS POLSKA Sp. z o.o. 
ul. Parkowa 63A - 05-806 Pecice Male - Polska
T +48 22 8 68 10 68 - T +48 518 194 418 - customerservice.pl@cin.com

TINTAS CIN ANGOLA, S.A.
Rua Pedro Álvares Cabral, 21 - Cx. Postal 788 - Benguela - Angola
T +244 272 235 059 - customerservice.ao@cin.com

TINTAS CIN DE MOÇAMBIQUE, S.A.
Av. das Indústrias, 2507 - Machava - Moçambique
T +258 21 748 012 - customerservice.mz@cin.com

For more personalized advice, visit a CIN store or contact CIN's Customer Service (Technical Advice and Follow-up Service) on 229 406 000 or email customerservice@cin.com 10
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